NETLOCK│RemoteSAM

The NETLOCK│RemosteSAM is a software solution which architecturally replaces
locally installed industry standard Security Access Modules at the point of card acceptance, by moving all secure card processing to the host computer. The solution
optionally uses standard Hardware Security Modules centrally to store secure keys.
The solution enables card issuers and scheme managers to administer and supervise card reader terminals, and card acceptance points in a highly heterogeneous
environment, typically for municipality card schemes or public transport ticketing
systems, where otherwise the key management and the SAM control would be a
major source of vulnerability.
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THE PROBLEM

Smart card controlled access mechanisms proliferate into new smart city services like local public transport, town’s community services, local shops’ and small service providers’ offerings. Today’s town management is keen to integrate public and private service offering into a commonly available and city
branded local leisure, entertainment, health, travel, food providers’ portfolio. The means of integration
is the promotion of goods, events and services via the city’s branded web portals, and provision of access to them and their available discounts via a municipality branded city card.

Card security has a well elaborated and standardised mechanism to prevent the occurrence the listed (see in grayed box) security
events: a rigorous key management mechanism should be implemented, and all sensitive card access keys should only be kept in
and distributed to SAM (Security Access Modules) in all card readers. Usually smaller card
issuer organisations have neither the competence nor the resources to implement and
manage the card’s key management, card
reader management infrastructure including
control of SAMs.

SECURITY AND TERMINAL
MANAGEMENT ISSUES
Depending on the nature and value of accessed
benefits raise concerns about security issues of
card usage, like
•

who can read or write the card content for
consuming a given offering;

•

is the card is cloneable;

•

how to protect the card’s crucial keys from
leakage;

•

how can any fraud be detected;

•

what countermeasures can be taken.

Strict control of SAMs with central authentication can not easily be introduced in a diverse entrepreneurial environment and end point infrastructure. Without host authentication a lost SAM piece could
compromise the issued cards security.

SECURE KEY STORAGE AT READERS
For the above reasons card handling keys should be kept in SAM modules in the card readers. It would
be desirable to enable the ubiquitous NFC capable mobile phones as a secure card reader device. Commodity mobile phones unfortunately do not have SAM-slots to insert a SAM or accessible secure elements, which can be used for holding card handling keys, moreover do not have a commonly available
secure key delivery mechanism ecosystem.
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THE SOLUTION&FUNCTIONALITY

THE SOLUTION
NETLOCK│RemoteSAM has been designed to overcome reader side technology restrictions (absence of
SAM slots), and to ease the burden of key management and SAM distribution.
NETLOCK│RemoteSAM centrally manages card acceptance points’ terminals, their card handling rights
and its associated key sets. Keys are only kept centrally in a secure database or optionally in highly secure HSM (Hardware Security Module). All card handling operation and required cryptographic processing is remotely handled by the RemoteSAM server, replacing individual endpoint device’s SAM modules
by virtual key stores in the cloud.

FUNCTIONALITY

USER MANAGEMENT
Two kind of main user privileges are maintained:

APPLICATION DOMAIN MANAGEMENT
NETLOCK│RemoteSAM can provide remoteSAM services to several independent card issuers, who generate their unique unrelated
card handling keysets, and independently
manage their card acceptance points.

System administrators and domain users.
1. System administrators can create and amend
domains, and create first domain users. They
manage keystore types, domain user roles. A
domain administrator can not access a given
domain’s sensitive data like terminal configurations, keystores, keystores’ keysets.

Each card issuers’ domain are independent

2. Domain users can exclusively control their

from the other’s domain: their administra-

own domain’s sensitive data: they create and

tion users and their access rights, keystores

maintain domain keysets, administer card

and associated keysets, device registers are

reader terminals and associated parameters

separate and solely accessible within the do-

as terminal’s keystore types and keystore

main.

providers, operational period time restrictions.
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FUNCTIONALITY

KEYSTORE TYPES
In a domain, several keystore types can be defined but usually only one type of it is used for one domain.
This corresponds to the actual card types and their handling SAM types, which determines the instructions set, the mode of communication, key types and associated set of key data types.

KEYSTORE MANAGEMENT

KEYSTORE PROVISION

A keystore substitutes the usage of individual

The actual implementation of a keystore is ac-

SAM module for a given card reader terminal.

complished by a pluggable keystore provider

Each terminal is centrally configured for using a

module.

certain type of keystore in the cloud. Single keystore can handle all operation of all card read-

Depending on the requirements the Provider

ers, which uses the same keyset.

module can use HSM (Hardware Security Module) for generating, storing keys and perform-

A domain’s key management functionality ena-

ing card handling cryptographic functions.

bles the key manager to perform keyset related
functions as generating keys, adding key attrib-

It is possible to log all card transaction for au-

utes.

ditability and security purposes.

TERMINAL MANAGEMENT
Terminal management module keeps record of card readers, their type, their associated keystore, authentication method, technical access data (IP address, login password), their location (company and
installation address).
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BENEFITS

BENEFITS FOR THE CARD ISSUER
•

Centrally controlled card acceptance network terminals

•

Easy key management functions including key version set provisioning

•

Cost saving on eliminating SAM logistics

•

No security threat on SAM module loss

•

Up to date control of access terminals

•

Card usage statistics can be collected and analysed centrally therefore it reveals valuable information on card user groups and helps gaining insider’s understanding of how a city operates.

•

Registering new point of acceptance is simplified to cataloguing a mobile phone or a card reader
computer as terminal, burdensome delivery of a SAM module is eliminated.

•

Helps to grow the card acceptors’ network due to the seamless terminal implementation process and wide already-in-the-place device choices.

•

Terminal usage is sophistically controllable assigning card acceptance and access rights for only
a period of time, for only service hours, or for given weekdays.

FOR THE END SERVICE PROVIDERS

FOR EVENT ORGANISERS

•

•

•

Usage of ubiquitous commercial mobile

Opens a capability to register car holders’

phones as a card reader terminal without

active participation on an event, as ad-hoc

SAM module minimises equipment require-

mobile phones can be temporarily assigned

ments for accessing card acceptance ben-

for that event, which would otherwise be in-

efits.

frastructurally impossible.

SAM-less terminal usage opens wide spectrum of choices for less advanced card
readers’ utilisation.
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GETS TRUST
CLOSER TO PEOPLE

FIRST CLASS CERTIFICATE AUTHORITY
NetLock LTD. is an early mover certificate authority (CA) and public key infrastructure (PKI)
system-integrator with 18 years’ experience in PKI technology and related market offerings in Hungary.
NETLOCK is not only the No.1 player, but a knowledge leader in establishing procedures of key importance
for certificate handling and their adoption in the Hungary. Considering the international and national certifications NETLOCK is equivalent with certificate authorities in other countries both from infrastructural
and process view. A NETLOCK as a top level certificate authority is integral part of the most important
operating systems, web browsers, electronic mail and document handler applications.
NETLOCK has been a member of Docler Holding since 2013, a group of companies developing and managing globally available high-quality IT services. Therefore NETLOCK can combine its two-decade experience
in certification services with the wider opportunities provided by a successful international enterprise
which ensures a well-established future and secure growth.

NETLOCK.HU

NETLOCK LTD.

GYÖRGY SZONDY
NETLOCK LTD.
phone: +36 30 941 5069
email: szondy.gyorgy@netlock.hu
address: HU - 1101 Budapest, Expo tér 5-7.
web: netlock.hu
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